
Show 1 : India’s Biggest Break Dancer
Renowned dancers – Javed Jaffery and Ganesh Hedge will hunt for India’s next MJ – the
next biggest break dancer.

Hosted by Dancing Queen – Shakti Mohan, the show will witness break dancers from all
over the country battle it out for the title.

Format – City auditions across 6 cities followed by culling round for final selection in
Mumbai.

A total of 20 episodes will showcase variety of break dance performed by the contestants as
solo, duo or teams. Participation age – 16 to 30.

Competition Stages: The competition will be staged across Audition, Mega Audition, Grand
Premier, vote-outs, Pre-Finals and Grand Finals. At every stage, the competition will be
tougher and see the eviction of contestants.

Each stage will see interesting themes like Bollywood, Western, and Arabic where
contestants will perform a break dance on contemporary tunes of these choices of music.

An Individual will compete in the rounds of Solo, while duo and teams will compete in a
similar set of rounds.

Pre-Finals will eventually give us 3 of each Solo, Duo and Teams who will then battle it out
against each other.

Finals will see the best 5 dancers compete for the ultimate Break Dancer title.

20 Episodes

Duration – 45 mins per episode.

Weekly Drop format

Show 2 – Udte Parinde

In the bustling streets of Ratlam, three friends navigate the trials of adulthood amidst societal
pressures and personal dreams. Shyam, Ronnie, and Kushal, find themselves entangled in a web of
career woes, romantic upheavals, and familial expectations. As they grapple with the harsh realities of
life, each must confront their inner demons to forge their paths in a world that offers little solace and
even fewer opportunities.

PLOT

Set in a lower-middle-class colony in Ratlam, "Udte Parinde" follows the lives of Shyam, Ronnie, and
Kushal, childhood friends grappling with the complexities of adulthood.

Shyam, a street-smart yet morally conflicted B.Tech graduate, struggles to uphold his family's
expectations while battling the allure of quick riches through illicit means. Meanwhile, Ronnie, the
love-struck dreamer, navigates the intricacies of a conservative relationship with Ishita, whose



ambitions clash with his own stagnant career prospects. Kunal, the carefree optimist with aspirations
of stardom, faces familial pressure to abandon his acting dreams in favor of mundane responsibilities.

Shyam's foray into the world of sports betting leads to moral dilemmas and familial discord, forcing
him to reevaluate his definition of respect. Ronnie's romantic bliss with Ishita turns sour as financial
disparities and dependence strain their relationship, pushing him towards self-discovery and
independence. Kunal's pursuit of fame in Mumbai forces him to confront his insecurities and
rediscover the true value of family.

Key Characters:

Shyam (Chatty): Shyam is a rugged and street-smart individual in his late twenties, holding a degree
in B.Tech. His main aspiration is to secure a government job that will bring respect and stability to his
family.

Ronnie (Ronny): Ronnie is depicted as the calm and love-struck member of the trio. He is deeply
committed to his relationship with Ishita, his college sweetheart, and dreams of building a life together.

Kunal (Kammo): Kunal, often referred to as Kammo, is the quirky and carefree member of the group.
With dreams of becoming an actor, Kammo faces resistance from his family, particularly his father,
who expects him to join the family business.

Show 3 : Same Pinch

A. Storyline
A comedy-drama of 17 year old twins Surtika & Nanchanlal. Both study in sibling schools Gyaan
Chandra Kendra Girls’ & Boys’. Their life changes, when their schools abruptly announce to merge
and become a co-educational school. Surtika is delighted. She will finally be in the same school as
her crush. But socially awkward Nanchanlal, is petrified of the possibility of his flamboyant, unruly
sister joining his class. The 40-year-old wall which separated both the schools falls down and the new
term at the co-ed school becomes chaotic as both siblings find themselves caught up in tensions and
comedy between the opposite sexes and the paranoid school administration. They get to discover
embarrassing and freaky sides of each other up close and start meddling in each other’s lives.

B. Show Details

Where is this based?
Year 2024. In the city of Meerut, live 17 year old twins - Surtika & Nanchanlal Parchaani. Both study in
sibling schools Gyaan Chandra Kendra Girls' & Boys'. Their opposing fire and ice personalities make
it difficult for them to get along, challenging the popular notion that twins are alike. They are constantly
judged and compared, which causes even more friction between the two. As if this wasn't enough,
their schools abruptly announce that from the next term they will be merged and would become a
co-educational school. Their parents Ramesh & Amruta too are anxious with the decision coming in
the dreaded Board years of their children.

Story
The 40 year old wall which separated both the schools falls down and the new term at the co-ed
school becomes chaotic as both siblings find themselves caught up in tensions and comedy between
the opposite sexes and the paranoid school administration. They get to discover embarrassing and



freaky sides of each other up close and start meddling in each other's lives. The flamboyant and
unruly Surtika is delighted. She will finally be in the same school as her crush. But Nanchanlal who
struggles with stammering is petrified, that his stutter will lead to more embarrassment and humiliation
in presence of girls.

Surtika proposes to her crush Abhinav only to be rejected. She then ends up arguing with her teacher
who was forcing her to be lady-like. This gets her respect & friendship with the infamous backbencher
boys of her class. Nanchanlal and his friends find themselves juggling between attraction and
intimidation by the confident girls in their class. At home, Father, Ramesh is struggling with the
finances of his business. Meanwhile monter Amruta's hosiery cum lingerie store attached to the house
causes displeasure to Ramesh. The tensions between the parents escalate and it starts to affect
Nanchanlal & Surtika.As the twins deal with the same vulnerabilities- awkwardness in connecting with
the opposite sex, wanting to be cool, and the changed gender dynamics - they end up unintentionally
and intentionally hurting each other and their relationship falls apart. Will they begin to rediscover a
support system in each other forms the plotline for the story.


